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Citing other interes~s,
athletic director quits
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff Wiiter

Saying he wants· to pursue
other interests, Eastern
Athletic Director Mike Ryan
announced Wednesday that
he is resigning from his position as of Dec. 1.
"I'm investigating several
potential opportunities that Mike Ryan
run the gamut from athleticrelated positions to those that are strictly·in
the business field," said Ryan, who has served
as Eastern's top athletic administrator since
June 1989. "The only thing that isn't on the
list is something in the line of being an athletic director."
Eastern President David Jorns, who said
Ryan's move didn't come as a surprise to him,
has already met with members of the athletic
department to discuss naming an acting athletic director.
"I met with (members of the athletic
department) this morning and asked them to
gather their thoughts on the matter," Jorns
said. "I hope to have all of their responses by
the middle of next week."
Associate athletic director Joan Schmidt

David Cul.kin discusses Japanese Woodblock art in a leetureattheTarbleArtsCenterWednesdaynight.

Joint-JD.edia venture
set to begin Monday
By ANDY PURCELL
Campus editor
Beginning Monday WEIUTV will undergo major
changes as it begins producing "Mid-Illinois News
Scan"- a news program calling for interaction between
the TV station and local print
media.
The program, which will be
broadcast at 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday, calls for the
station to work in conjunction with Mid-Illinois Newspapers, which publishes both

the Charleston TimesCourier and the Mattoon
Journal Gazette.
News Scan will be different from newscasts currently
produced by students at
WEIU because it will be
broadcast from the newsroom
of the Journal Gazette in
Mattoon using professional
newspaper reporters as
anchors.
Although some of the students who produce the news
for WEIU are concerned
• Continued on Page 2

• Administrators, coaches
shocked by timing of resignation. See page 12
served as the interim athletic director from
December 1988 to May 1989, while the last
search for an athletic director was conducted.
Schmidt, who has been an associate athletic
director at Eastern since 1977, was passed
over as a finalist for the athletic director position at the time.
Associ&te athletic director Ron Papp, who
has been with the Eastern athletic department for 31 years, served as interim athletic
director from December 1979 to March 1980.
Jorns said the search for a new athletic
director will not start for about two weeks.
Ryan began his tenure in May 1989 when
he was chosen from a group of four finalists to
take over Eastern's athletic department after
former athletic director R.C. Johnson accepted the same position at the University of
Miami of Ohio in December 1988.
Ryan, who was one of three finalists for the
athletic director position at the University of
Alaska at Anchorage last September, leaves
• Continued on Page 2

Arrest made in connection
th court s m1ss1ng ma11
WI
•
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By ANDY PURCELL
Campus editor

A senior from Richton Park was arrested
this week as part of an ongoing investigation
into missing mail at Eastern's Greek Court
complex.
Around 5 p.m. Tuesday, university police
arrested Martin J. Vagena and charged him
with theft in connection with the investigation, said Tom Larson, chief of the University
Police Department.
Vagena, a member of Sigma Nu fraternity,
had worked as a mail clerk at Greek Court
during the time the mail was reported missing. Larson said Vagena, who lives in his fraternity's Greek Court residence, was questioned by the police earlier Tuesday and was
arrested when he returned to the station and
turned himself in.
If Vagena is brought to trial in the state

•

•

•

court system, he could face up to five years in
a state penitentiary, said Susan Wamback,
first assistant states attorney for Coles
County.
Wamback said if the theft involved an
amount of less than $300, it would be classified as a Class A misdemeanor and carry a
maximum sentence of 364 days in jail. If the
·theft was of an amount more than $300, it
would be considered a Class 3 felony and
would carry a maximum prison sentence of 2
to 5 years.
Since the case allegedly involves tampering
with the mail, it could be brought in a federal
court where the sentence could be more
severe, Wamback said.
Both Vagena and other members of Sigma
Nu refused to comment Wednesday.
Although an arrest has been made, author• Continued on Page 2

Senate cuts money for women's issues speak.e r
By JOHN FERAK
Student government editor
Student Senate approved an amended resolution Wednesday to ask the
Apportionment Board to set aside
$6,795 to bring at least one prominent
women's awareness speaker to
Eastern in spring 1994.
An original resolution proposed the
senate approve the Apportionment
Board's recommendation of granting
$11,450 to the University Board lecture's committee. This money was supposed to be allocated to bring a
Women's Awareness speaker to

'm not questioning who they are bringing, but
''I
how much they are spending."
-Andy Ramage
Senate member
Eastern next spring.
Marcia Gillespie, a speaker on racism
The UB lecture's committee recently and sexism.
Many senate members were against
proposed its "wish list" of available
speakers, including Gloria Steinem, the first resolution because it would
feminist activist and author, Carol cost at least $12,500 to bring Steinem
Travis, author of "Mismeasure of to Eastern - more than three times the
Women," Pat Schroeder, D-Col. and amount to bring Schroeder ($4,000)

and Travis ($4,500).
However, several senate members
may not have realized by passing
Wednesday night's amended resolution, that this resolution has to be
voted again by the Apportionment
Board, said Ron Carmona, Board of
Governors student representative.
"It will have to go back to AB,"
Carmona said. "This is only a recommendation by Student Senate. It can
stay in a continuous loop, whether
that's two weeks or a month, I don't
know."
Carmona added that the AB could
t Continued on Page 2
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at a time that the athletic department
has its hands full.
"Professionally, we have completed
our Title IX gender equity review and
now it is a matter of waiting for the official response," Ryan said. "In addition,
we are laying the groundwork for our
NCAA certification process and the
North Central Association accreditation, as well as our own gender equity
self-study."
While Ryan served as athletic direc-

tor, Eastern's athletic teams were suc- sponsorship program. Additionally, we
cessful on the field. Eastern's football have had key upgrades at some of our
Panthers advanced to the quarterfinals facilities and our sports budgets have
of the 1989 Division I-AA playoffs and shown modest increases at a time when
the men's basketball team qualified for most institutions are backsliding."
the NCAA Tournament with a MidPrior to coming to Eastern, Ryan, 48,
Continent Conference Tournament served as associate athletic director at
championship in 1992.
New Mexico State University, was direc"We have accomplished some good tor of public relations for both the
things over the past four-and-a-half · Houston Astros and San Diego Padres
years, such as our financial stability of Major League Baseball and was a
through increased success of the sports information director at Colorado
Panther Club and selective contest State and San Diego State universities.
scheduling, as well as our corporate

Joi~-media--~~~~-----Communications Company.
"I think the reason the
Conus Communications is newspapers are interested is
about the fact that they will a Minnesota-based company this will provide some addino longer be anchoring the that sells pre-packaged news tional exposure. WEIU goes
newscasts, Sue Kaufman, segments comprised of news into the same seven counties
news and public affairs direc- broadcast through their that our newspapers circutor for WEIU, said the new satellite system to television late in and three or four
system will not hurt the stu- stations like WEIU.
counties that we currently
dents.
Bill Lair and Harry don't circulate in," Lair said.
"Some of the newspaper Reynolds, editors of the
The News Scan system
people will be on the air so Journal G&.Zette and Times- will not only result in a prostudents may be anchoring Courier, said they are looking duction change but will also
less but I'm not worried forward to the new project eventually lead to an
about that because no one and the benefits it will pro- increase in newscasts.
gets a job as an anchor right vide for both WEIU and the
According to a WEIU press
out of college," Kaufman said. newspapers.
release, WEIU TV has broad"Students will still be able to
"Because Mattoon and cast local daily news prow ork on their production Charleston have two . colleges grams 38 weeks a year since
skills on programs like the (Eastern and Lake Land ) 1986. Due to summer. vacaLy nch Colloquium, EIU we're very much into the col- tions, holidays and spring
Connection , and Panther lege community," Reynolds and fall breaks, local news
Country."
said. "I think this will be a went on hiatus because EIU
The News Scan system successful venture that will stu.dents were not on campus.
will produce pre-re.corded benefit both parties."
"' Mid-Illinois News Scan'
newscasts consisting of local
Lair said the News Scan will give us the ability to prostories covering a seven- program will bring the news- , duce newscast five days a
county area as well as cover- . papers increased exposure week, 52 weeks a year,"
age of national and interna- and could possibly cause an Kaufman said.
tional news, weather and increase in readership.
According to the press
sports provided by Comis

•From Page 1

t From Page 1
still vote in favor of its original request to
allocate UB $1(450 - thus disregarding
the senate's amendment.
The "loop" Carmona was referring to
concerns the fact that senate has the
final voice in approving the UB lecture's
committee financial requests. Carmona
said the senate members should not
carry out this loop too much longer otherwise the UB's chances of bringing
Steinem to Eastern will run out.

"I'm not questioning who they're bring- · passed up.
ing, I'm questioning how much money
"I think this is a rare opportunity for
they're spending," said senate member our university," Compton said: "If we
Andy Ramage of the UB lecture's cQm- want to rank with the best (universities)
mittee efforts to contract Steinem. "It's we have to bring the best here."
just not a good use af students' money
Senate member Glenn Fundator said
when we can get other nationally renown he was also against spending $12,500 on
one speaker.
speakers for a cheaper amount."
"This is an extremely large amount of
However, senate member Amy
Compton said the chance to bring a money one speaker," Fundator said. "I
nationally-promirient leader like Steinem just have a problem why UB came so late ,
to Eastern is something that can't be in the semester with this request."

The following name was mispelled
in Monday's Alpha Phi ad:
We regret the error.
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ities are still continuing
the investigation into complain ts of undelivered
mail, Larson said.
Larson said during the
month-long investigation,
university and post office
officials have received a
number of informal
inquiries from students
concerned that they had
not received some of their
mail.
The first report of possible mail theft came on Oct.
4 and numerous reports
and rumors have followed
since then, but to date the
university police have
received only five formal
complaints which involve
missing mail, he said.
"U.S. postal inspectors
have been notified of the
arrest and have indicated
that they will pursue local
prosecution in this case,"
Larson said. "The case is
also being referred to
Eastern's Judicial Board."
Larson said students
who are missing mail
should contact Ron Miller,
a . detective for the
University Police Department.
"In light of this recent
incident, the university
has taken a number of precautions so that this does
not happen again," said
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs.
Hencken said mail
clerks in Greek Court are
now working in pairs so
that the mail is distributed
properly. The university
has also placed backing at
the rear of mailboxes to
prevent individuals from
reaching into other mail.boxes.
All locks to the mail
room that services that
complex
have
been
changed and Greek Court
residents are also now
required to sign for and
pick up their certified mail
at the Carman Hall desk.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Christine Schlegal

~

release, that kind of service
should be available sometime
next year.
"We are going into this
slowly realizing that things
may be a little bumpy in the
beginning but this will
expand as time goes on,"
Kaufman said.
Both Reynolds and John
Eisenhour, production director for WEIU, also admitted
that production may be
unsteady in the early stages
but said that's something
that will improve with time.
"Anytime you're doing
something for the first time,
it's bound to be a little
bumpy," Eisenhour said. "But
with the talent of the people
at the papers, after they get
used to having a camera in
their face, I see nothing but
smooth sailing."
Adjustment will also have
to be made at the local newspapers.

• FromPage 1
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iquor ·code amendment
ails to stir excitement ·

THURSDAY NITE AT

"

Local liquor license holders in violation
Charleston's current liquor code showed
'ttle excitement about a proposed amendent to the code, which would make it easifor them to host all-ages events at their
tablishments.
Currently, minors under the age of 19
e not allowed to enter a liquor-licensed
cility unless they are an 18-year-old
ployee or intend on purchasing and conming a meal in the dining area of the
tablishment.
One of part of the amendment to the
uor code would allow an establishment
host an all-ages event as long as minors
der 19 remain in an alcohol-free zone.
e zone would have to be segregated from
e rest of the establishment with harries and would have a separate entrance.
The second part of the amendment would
ow minors under 19 to frequent a banet facility provided the minor is accom.ed by a parent and is attending a speevent such as a wedding, function or
"ly reunion.
Mayor Dan Cougill said he proposed two
ded exceptions after noticing some liquor
nse holders were hosting all-ages events
violation of the current liquor code.
Shannon Sherwood, owner of Friends &
., 509 Van Buren, urged approval of the
posed amendment. Sherwood said she is
ased Cougill understands the Dungeon,
addition to her establishment, is consid-

ered a bar alternative for minors.
"During the all-ages shows, I remove all
the liquor from the bar and replace it with
soda," Sherwood said.
Because of the current liquor code,
Sherwood had to cancel an all-ages show by
the band NIL 8 last Friday. She said she
will reschedule the show for Nov. 21.
If the layover period is waived the council may approve the amendment during its
Nov. 16 meeting.
David Smith, a manager at Stix Billiard
Bar and Restaurant, 1412 4th Street, said
the current liquor code does not affect their
banquet hall.
"In the banquet room we do not allow
liquor to be served if there are minors
using the facility," Smith said.
Smith said if the banquet area is
reserved for an older crowd that all minors
are already required to be escorted by their
parents or legal guardians.
Bob Edwards, a bartender at Stu's for six
years, said Stu's alcohol-free teen night
every Sunday has been in operation for
over fifteen years and was never affected
by the current liquor code.
Robert Smyser, a manager at the
Charleston chapter of Veterans of Foreign
Wars, said the VFW often allows minors
under 19 to frequent the dining area of the
establishment.
"We have the Boy Scouts and the Girl
Scouts in our dining area for their special
events," Smyser said. "However, we don't
allow them in the bar area."

unian resource director nanied
LA SHINDA CLARK

Elise Post, director of perel and business services
Lincoln University in
nnsylvania, has been
ed Eastern's new director
human resources.
Post was selected after a
tional search by the
uman Resources Search
"ttee.
About 120 people applied
the position, but Post was
only person with a doctordegree, said Dennis Jones,
·rm.an of the search com-

Post will leave Lincoln
where she has worked for
nine years to join Eastern in
January.
Post will oversee personnel
services for about 750 nonacademic civil service employees. Her responsibilities will
include recruitment, testing,
employment, employee and
labor relations, collective bargaining and contract administration, said Shelly Flock,
director of media relations.
Post will also ·serve on
Eastern's Business Affairs
Council.
Post worked as director of
the Pre-College Educational

Experience Program at
Edinboro State University in
Pennsylvania and served as
coordinator of counseling services at Clark College in
Atlanta, Flock said.
Post also developed an honors living program for oncampus housing while she
was at Clark College.
Post received a bachelor's
degree in English and secondary education and a master's degree in guidance counseling from Clark College.
She earned her doctorate
degree in higher education
from the University of
Pittsburgh.

Mother's.
BUCKNITE!

• DRAFTS........ .UTE, MIUER
• PITCHERS ...... 2 BUCKS
• All B01TLES & DRINKS
• 22 OZ. BUD & BUD UGHT
....._..,
BOTTLES $1.50
PLUS ... 25¢ Italian Sausage

Z'S HAIR DESIGN
212 6th St.
345-5451

----------------BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR
$5 off Perms or Hilites .
$3 off Haircuts

Ask For Carrie Or Pandora

EXP11 /30/93

'S
PIZZA& PUB
INTRODUCES
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues.-Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT
For $2.00
345-2844

.

PETS & SUPPLIES
Reptiles• Birds• Small Animals
Salt & Fresh Water Fish
1500 Madison Ave. • Charleston

9~
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~--=------

Madison Street

15thl
St.

1i:::m:::::::::::::::::::1
Petropics

4th
St.

18th
St.
Lincoln Avenue

Hours: M-F 10:30-8:00
Sat. 10:30-6:00, Sun. 12:00-5:00

TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S

FIFTY CENT NIGHT
LONGNECKS

M.G.D. , LITE
BUD, BUD LT.

ou know I'll still like you.
n't Hit Me. Wait! Hit Mel

City Boy

BLUE TAIL FLY
VODKA COLLINS
RUM-N-COKE

•

Shown November 5, 1993
Charleston Mattoon Room
Admission $1

sometimes information may
come to the administration's
"We are devel- attention after an incident has
oping new and ocairred.
You stated that you feel that
iruwvative ways there
Is no effective way to pr
to provide posi- vent hazing. I don't agree.
Educational programming fr
membership the
university and national
issued was specific so as to
education
our headquarter angle, coupled
•3
leave no media vehide "hang:; ing."
shorter pledge/new member
members."
programs and strict policy, are
After covering the fraternity
part of the solution.
hazing incident for two days,
The TRl.IIH is that hazing Is a
The Daily Eastern News lengthcriminal act in more than 30 states. The TRl.IIH is that
ened its coverage via Chris Seper's Oct. 25 column on ·
college students continue to be injured every year by ii
the opinion page. It should be noted that no information
released by the university in any way, shape or form
conceived hazing. The TRl.IIH Is that although hazing
been actively discouraged by the national fraternities
changed.
sororities for decades, highly publicized isolated inciHazing is too serious of an issue to be put on an opindents diminish or destroy the value of worthwhile posl·
ion page. Seper says there should be an "all encompasstive and beneficial greek activities across the nation.
ing policy governing social fraternities, from Pi Kappa
Alpha, to the marching band fraternities," and "a tough
Here's what we're doing about it: the TRl.IIH is fra
nities and sororities that recognize that the best candianti-hazing policy would take a stand against a lot of
thinking in the greek community."
dates fi;>r membership will neither support nor submit
hazing have long attracted the best members and will
Well, Seper, perhaps you should get out more.
Eastern has had a hazing policy for quite some time. The
continue to do so.
The TRl.IIH is we are developing new and innova ·
policy is very specific in terms of inappropriate behavior.
ways to provide positive membership education to our
Two years ago, the policy was changed from a
"fraternity/Sorority Hazing Policy" to a "Recognized
members, not just education for new members, but
ongoing personal development for members throug
Student Organization Policy." In addition to fraternities
their college career.
and sororities, "marching band fraternities," as well as
The TRl.IIH is that this information, as well as a copy
our other 150 recognized organizations are made aware
our
policy, could have been yours had you simply as~
of
and
held
accountable
to
the
very
policy
you
seem
to
At Tuesday night's Apportionment Board
It is frustrating to read a paper which allows students
think
needs
to
be
created.
meeting, members approved a request
who don't take the time to gather facts to pose as "b
I realize you, a student, are learning through your colsubmitted by the University Board Lectures legiate journalism experience. Allow me to give you
ding journalists." However, this is the same paper who
Committee for $14,500. The committee some advice~ Collect your information relevant to a collast week (again) misquoted me and then misquoted
correction. By policy and education, the university
requested the funds to bring nationally . umn before writing it. As a reader, it's frustrating to see
the message that there is no place in our greek comm
known feminist author and speaker Gloria lazy student journalists who fall to gather Information
nlty for those who think anyone should demonstrate
hide behind the motto, "Tell the truth and don't be
Steinem to Eastern afraid." Why don't you flrst find out what the truth is?
worthiness by suffering Insult or injury.
next spring.
You, Seper, need to take the time to research colu
Let's talk about the truth. The TRl.IIH Is that the Office
..Eill
.
Steinem will speak of Student Activities will Investigate all alleged hazing
you deem worthy of your opinion prior to writing
welcome you to do what you should have done quite
during National Wo- violations by any recognlied student organization. The
some time ago - contact our office. We'd be more
TRl.IIH is that all recognized student organizations must
men's Awareness Month in March~
happy to provide you with the hazing policy that's
sign the hazing policy, saying they understand the policy
The move on the part of the UB Lectures and will adhere to It. The truth Is that within the fraternity In place, as well as walk you through the general Inv
Committee to bring a speaker of Steinem's and sorority systems, we are continually holding educatlgatlve procedure.
The university does not take the issue of hazing Ii
tional programming on the components of a positive
caliber to campus is a good one.
·
lle\N
member
experience
vs.
hazing.
Neither
should you.
Last spring, the committee brought
The TRl.IIH Is that we have a hazing policy which
renowned poet Maya Angelou to Eastern. dearly outlines disciplinary sanctioning procedures. Each
- Eileen Sullivan is assis~t director ofstudent a
· Angelou was a speaker at President situation Is dealt with IndMdually, not based on other
ties and greek affairs and a guest columnist for The
Clinton's inauguaration in January and filled groups' previous behavioral Irregularities. Unfortunately,
Eastern News.
During the past weeks, we've
heard much about hazing. After

I ~~

tive

to

UB/AB deserve
pat on the back
for .latest effort

-__,.-d-li--to--1--1:r a

Lantz Gymnasium with people from Charleston, Mattoon, Effingham and Terre·Haute
when she spoke at Eastern.
Big-name speakers such as Angelou and
·Steinem improve the quality of our entertainment and bring a great deal of publicity
to our campus.
Although $14,500 is a large amount of
money to spend on one speaker, the crowd ·
Steinem will attract will more than make up
for the cost. A small entrance fee was
charged to people who attended Angelou's
speech last spring, which enabled the
Lecture Committee to make up for the
money it had to spend to bring her here.
If a reasonable entrance fee is charged
for Steinem's appearance, the large amount
of money requested by t .h e committee
won't be wasted.
Speakers who cost less usually are not as
well known to the general public and do
not draw as large of a crowd. Although it is
a good idea to have such speakers on the
weekends on an occasional basis, it is a
better idea to have a speaker with a household name appear and draw larger crowds.
The UB Lectures Committee sl;lould be
applauded for its efforts in providing
Eastern with a speaker who will bring a
large audience and recognition for someone worthwhile to Eastern's campus.

~
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Russian people
currently seeing the
evils of capitalism
Dear editor:
It appears that the Russian people will now have the opportunity
to see the fruits of capitalism.
They are already seeing many
of capitalism's fruits:
Skyrocketing crime rates, an
epidemic of fraud , embezzlement,
corruption and assorted v ices.
They are seeing an onslaught
of commercialism , materialism,

Your turn
greed and a vast spiritual emptiness.
They are seeing poverty,
hunger, homelessness, despair;
social Darwinism , with the rich
becoming richer, the poor poorer:
a cutthroat, dog-eat-dog environment; economic barbarism, with
mass unemployment, low wages
and unaffordable medical care.
They aer seeing rampant sectarian and ethnic hate and violence.

Good luck to the Russians!
They will need It.
Allan H. K

Column policy
The Daily Eastern News
encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or Issue that may be relevant to our readership.
Columns should be restrict
to no more than two typewritt
double-spaced pages and must
include the author's name and
telephone number.
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Forum aimed at diversity
By ADAM McHUGH
Activities editor

Discussing minority issues
is the objective of a "Free Your
Mind" forum, which will be
held tonight to close out "The
Real World: Critical Issues
Week 1993."
The forum will consist of a
panel of representatives from
several campus organizations,
including the Multi-Cultural
Student Union, Latino
American Student Organization, Black Student Union,
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Allies Union and a physically

disabled student and others.
Student Senate members
Katina Gillespie and Lance
Phillips will moderate the
forum, which also is part of
Cultural Diversity Aware_ness Day - one of the four
main topics in this year's
Critical Issues Week.
Gillespie said each time a
forum is held, new topics are
discussed because the audience dictates what subject
areas will be covered.
"Lance (Phillips) and I usually ask questions to the
panel to get things started,
and then let the audience

take control of the forum,"
Gillespie said.
She said the forum, which
has already been held in two
residence halls this semester,
usually focuses on the
LGBAU, which has been in
existence for about one year.
"A lot of discussion zeros in
on the LGBAU and what
members have encountered
on campus," Gillespie said.
Other issues usually discussed at the forums include
the "Miss Black EIU Pageant" and the difficulties
physically impaired students
experience on campus.

Housing. interviews continue
By M.K. GUETERSLOH
Staff writer

Housing needs to keep pace with the direction of the university, the director of university
housing at Central Missouri State University
told onlookers at an interview Wednesday for
Eastern's director of Housing and Dining
Services.
Mary Ann Ryan, the third of four candidates
to interview for the position, spoke to a group of
about nine at the housing director interview in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
"Housing must take the mission of the university and complement it," Ryan said. "Any
time we do anything in housing we must complement that mission. Any time students spend
out of the classroom is spent with us."
David Stephen, associate director of residence
life at Arizona State University, will be available~ the public at 11:15 a.m. Friday in the

Martinsville room of the Union.
Ryan said her reasons for applying for the
director of Housing and Dining Services position
include the reputation of the university's housing program, the school's location and the opportunity for her to obtain a doctorate degree.
"This would be a wonderful opportunity,"
Ryan said. "Eastern's reputation in housing programs is well known."
Ryan said she does not see any major problems with the school's housing system that need
to be corrected.
"In a program as well known as Eastern and
with the occupancy rate as high as it is at
Eastern, you don't have a problem."
The duties that the housing director assumes
include managing the financial operations of the
residence hall system, coordinating with the
Physical Plant on the maintenance of the residence halls, and overseeing Greek and
University courts and University Apartments.

University Board is now
accepting coordi~ator
applications for our
new committee.

''MINI CONCERTS''
Pick up in Room 201 University
Union. Due by Nov. 1O!

SMOKEY
·&

SASS
REGGAE SHOW
'""

$2°0 22oz.·BUD·L.IGHT
BOTTLES
TICKETS AT DOOR

348-5454
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
hursday at

•

U'[arty'S
ALL BEEF GYROS
w/Marty's fries

$2.99
22 oz Bud & Bud Light Bottles $2
all other bottles $1.25

Tonite: Marty's own
Smothered Fries $1
crisp fires topped w/cheese bacon
& sour cream

Adverti.se in the
Daily
Eastern News

This week is your IAST CHANCE
to sign up for individual portraits
Photographer is here until Friday, Nov. 5th
Pictures to be taken in the Sullivan Room
3rd ·Floor, University Union
Schedule an appointment at The Daily Eastern News
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Local barber an Eastern tradition
By SUSAN KIEL
Features editor
After 29 years at Eastern, Aaron
Buchanan thinks it's time he at least
receive an honorary degree.
The only problem is Aaron isn't a
student. · He's a barber whose shop,
Aaron's Hair Care Salon, has been
located since 1964 in University
Village at Fourth Street and Lincoln
Avenue.
"I love this location," said Aaron.
"I'd much rather be near a college, I
love the college kids. They're young,
intelligent, sharp kids and are looking
to better themselves.
"I'm hoping it will rub off on me,
and I'll get an honorary degree. I
should, considering all of the professors that have come in here over the
years."
Aaron, known to most of Charleston
by his first name only, has been cutting hair for 42 years. He went to barber college in Louisville, Ky., when the
training was a one-year program.
"I went to Kentucky to train as a
carpenter under my grandfather, and
he asked me, 'are
you sure this is
what you want to
do?' and I thought
about it, and I
said what I really
iwant to do is go to
barber school," he
said. "So I stayed
with my grandfather and I went to
chool down the
street."
Aaron considers
himself part of a
dying breed. With
11ew trends turn. toward beauty
salons and cosmetology for both
es, Aaron takes
pride in being fr'the old school.'
"The difference
between cosmetology and barbering
s, we have a
license that says we can do anything
they can do - we just don't want to,"

·he said.
One reason he cites for the decline
in the number of barbers is the lack of
state funding for barber colleges.
"The state, they'll give money to
send people to the beauty colleges and
whatnot, but they won't support the
barber colleges, and there's not many
around here."
In 42 years Aaron has seen hair
fads come and go, but the fad that
hurt his business most was long hair
for men.
"After World War II when I first
started, there were a lot of flat tops
and whatnot, so there were plenty of
barbers. I don't mind the long hair,
but it really hurt our business. We
went from a town with 27 barbers to
about seven," he said.
But if the line Aaron finds waiting
outside his door in the morning is any
indication, the trend has gone back to
short hair; especially among the college students, Aaron said.
As for the men who still prefer to go
to the beauty salons, he says, "That's
OK, we can't handle them all anyway."
While a barber shop is usually considered a male tradition, Aaron
said he has no objection to
women barbers or to women in a
barber shop.
"We cut a lot of ladies' hair,"
he said. ''We don't do the perms
and things, because we just don't
have the time for it, but sure we
cut ladies' hair."
Aaron said barber college
taught him how to cut all sorts of
hair, including minorities'.
"A couple of years ago some
black students were complaining
there was no place for them to
get their hair cut, but they never
came to me." "This license says I
can cut anybody's hair in the
state, and I've never turned
down anybody in my life."
"I've cut black people's hair, I
learned on black people m barber
college. I've always had black
students come in. The difference
is, on their hair you have to cut
down."
"Don't get me wrong, they
know how to cut their hair better than
we do, but I can do it."

JEFF CULLER/photo editor
Aaron Buchanan, owner ofAaron's Hair Care Salon, gives 9-year-old Clayton
Cooper a spike haircut. Aaron has "been located in UniversityVillage across
from Easternfor 28 years.

Aaron is a town icon of sorts: He's
been cutting residents' hair all their
lives and they all know his name. It's
just keeping their names straight that
Aaron has a problem with.
"There are people who I've cut their
hair for years, and don't even know
their names. They just climb in the
chair, and we start talking. I probably
couldn't remember it if they told me.
"There are kids in college who come
to me and I've cut their hair all their
lives, and I've cut their dads' hair
before them and maybe even their
grandfathers'."
Not much about Aaron's shop has
changed in the past 32 years, making
it a welcome sight.to visitiµg alumni:
· "Every year I get people who are
visiting Eastern and stop by to see if
I'm still here and usually they're surprised to see me," he said.
Aaron's prices have changed, however. Although still reasonable, they
are quite a change from the 50-cent

Alterations
Is your mirror saying,
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"That look's just not working for you?"

Repairs

Byrd's Cleaners
S. 4th St. Curve
Tapering Waists
Lengths Zippers

·p,rof_essionals I~

Phyllis Combs

"ON HAIR"

Seamstress 345-4546

503 Buchanan
You'll want to look your BEST for
Parents Weekend,
Job Interviews, and the
Holiday Season.
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Artists to draw editorial cartoons for

The Daily
Eastern NewsPrevious art background
experience preferred.
Contact Cassie Simpson or
Chris Seper at 581-2812
or stop in The Daily Eastern News;!
office in Buzzard Buildfng
·

DELTA CHI
Proudly Announces

EMILY UNDERWOOD
of

Alpha Gamma Delta
as our sweetheart
Congratulations Emily!
We are honored to have you
as our sweetheart

The Men of Delta Chi
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cuts he offered when the shop opened.
Prices are: $8 for a speciitl haircut,
flat tops or spike; $7 for a regular
haircut; $5 for a beard trim; $5 for
shampoo; and $2 for a tonic or other
miscellaneous servic~s.
Aaron's still offers shaves for $7,
but says he doesn't advertise them
because they take as long as a haircut
and customers just don't want to pay
for them anymore.
"It's hard to charge $7 for a shave
when you can buy a razor for 30
cents," he said.
As for how long he can keep this up,
Aaron has no idea.
"If I keep feeling as good as I do
now, I don't know- how much longer,"
he said. "I still look forward to coming
to work everyday. I couldn't just go
home and rake leaves.
"I've never regretted my decisi9n. If
I had it to do all over again, and open
a shop, I'd make sure it was in a college town."

Thursday Ted's
J

''3 Bands

~Tonite"

Featuring Hammerhead
Recording Artist
"Third stone"
2. "Difficult Listening II"
Comical Rock & Roll
3. "JOYHAMMER"
FROM BLOOMINGTON
ORIGINAL HARD ALTERNATIVE

"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
NOW YOU CAN SHIP UPS,
FEDERAL EXPRESS, U.S.
MAIL, SEND A FAX, GET
MONEY ORDERS, LAMINATE
AND MUCH MORE AT MAILBOXES AND PARCEL DEPOT.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. WE HAVE BOXES AND
PACKING STUFF GALORE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Students act now to cut next
year's costs with sources of private financial aid. Minimum 5
guaranteed. Call 1-800-8342549, ext. 30. For details, don't
delay.

• The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor·
rect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581·
2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
i:redit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

MAKE UP TO $100 AN HOUR!
EXCITING! UNBELIEVABLE!
GUARANTEED! CALL (708)
545-6944, DEPT. 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPAN·
SION: HABILITATION AIDES,
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF,
DIETARY STAFF, AND SUPERVISORY POSITIONS AT ALL
LEVELS.
COMPETITIVE
SALARIES.
BENEFITS
WHERE APPLICABLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT 738 18TH ST.,
738 18TH ST., CHAS., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.). Summer
and Career Employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1206·634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/12
DAY HELP WANTED at
Charleston Subway. Flexible
scheduling. Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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HELP WANTED: GYMNASTICS
and
TUMBLING
INSTRUCTOR and BOYS
TEAM COACH. Call 235-1080
or 752-6706

Singer and Drummer looking
for dedicated guitarist and
bassist for band. Call 5818095. Leave Message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
Wanted: 3 Bill Cosby Tickets.
Call Tim, 345-7312.

COUPLE
DESIRES
TO
ADOPT INFANT TO 1 YR.
OLD. Your child will have a loving full-time mom, caring and
attentive dad and two adopted
brothers. Open to answering
any questions or concerns. Call
Dennis and Diane, 1-800-4534439.

ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SPRING OF "'94. $175.00
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES, OWN ROOM, LOCATED
ON 9TH STREET NEAR CAMPUS. 348-5842.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
Two rooms available for serious
male students. $165 and $185
a month. Close to campus.
345-7266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
Female sublessor needed for
Spring '94. $167.00/month plus
utilities, located on 7th Street
across Lincoln. Call 348-1178.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
2 sublessors needed for fully
furnished house on 1st St.
Spring Semester. M/F, own
rooms, 5 mo. lease, $195.00 +
1/6 utilities. Call 345-4323.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10

2 bedroom apartment for two to
four people. Furnished, heat
paid. Available immediately.
Lincoln-wood
Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

CBKI

Roommate needed, $150. a
month. Own room. Close to
campus on 9th St. 345-4651.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/8
Roommate for two bedroom
apt. $150 month+ utilities.
Close to campus. Call Mike.
348-1535.

B

R E A

STEAMBOAT$
BRECKENRI~
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
TELLURIDE

Sublessor needed for Spring
and/or summer 94. $125.00 a
month plus utilities. 7th St., 1
1/2 blocks from campus .
Laundry on premises. Security
door. Call Chris at 345-3891 or
contact Williams Interiors at
345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/11

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

-

••""~

TOLL FRIE INFORMATION a RESIRVlTIONI

J•BOO•SUNCHASE

28 Dating s~rvices,
e.g.
1 Bad drainage
nCordwood
areas
measure
5Edmond
30Capers
O'Brien film:
31 Ref's ring ruling
1949
8 Centerfold sight 33Toe's
forerunner
14 Cutting out
34--out
18 Part of a car's
(rations)
steering system
35Auntof
17 Wilde kind of
Dionysus
dialogue
36 N.Y.C. line
18 Went for it
37 Part of the
19 Dichotomies
ambience
21 Stereo
38 Hawk's sudden
collection
move
22 Great northern
40 Movable wing
diver
section
23 Roman
42Sullies
magistrate
43 Put on a finish
25 Take stock

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only)----- - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:
0 Cash

S

JANUARY 2·16, 1994 • 5,& or 7NIGHTS

ACROSS

Phone: _· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

K

OOGING •LIFTS• PARTIES• PICNICS• T AXFS

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
0 Check
0 Credit
Check number_ _ _ _ __

~.;;;+.-+'~-.
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20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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MULTI CULTURAL STUDENT Union will hold its regular meeting
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Members be sure to show your support at the
"Free Your Mind" Forum tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES Association will hold an installation to
present its Executive Board members from 5:30-7 p.m. Nov. 4 at the
Afro-American Cultural Center. Business attire mandatory.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in
Room 122 of Lumpkin Hall.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will have a Large Group
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Coleman Hall Auditorium. Pastor Len Bauer
will be speaking on "Disappointment with God." All are welcome.
NSSLHA SPEAKER WILL Dr. Nancy Weiler tonight from 6:30-7:30
p.m. at the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
ARMY ROTC LAB First Aid will be today at 3 p.m. at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery.
ROTARACT CLUB'S REGULAR meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. al
the Immanuel Lutheran Church. For more information call Kim al
345-8676.
WRITING COMPETENCY EXAM Preparation will be tonight from 5 •
7 p.m. in Room 307 Coleman Hall for any student interested in
preparing for writing comp.
PHILOSOPHY FORUM'S WEEKLY meeting will be tonight 4 p.m. in
Room 326 of Coleman Hall. Tonight's topic is "Did William James and
A. Huxley expand their minds or merely warp them?"
NEWMAN CENTER HAITI Connection meeting will be tonight at 5
p.m. in the Basement of the Newman Center.
CRITICAL ISSUES CULTURAL Diversity Awareness Day is having a
"Free Your Mind" Forum tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Matt
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will Celebrate the Sacrament of
Penance from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Bible Study tonight at 6 p.m. i
Room 206 of Coleman Hall.
WESLEY FOUNDATION BASIC Bible Study will be tonight at 7:
p.m. at 2202 Fourth St. across from Lawson Hall.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATIONS weekly meeting will be today
4:30 p.m. in the Stevenson Hall Lobby. Meeting will be
Springhaven with bonfire and hayride.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold its weekly Bible Study tonig
at 7 p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Unive
Union. All are welcome.
PRE-LAW CLUB meeting will be today at 4:30 p.m. in Room 205
Coleman Hall.
PRE-LAW CLUB will have a mock LSAT Nov. 10. the Deadline
apply is Nov. 8. For more information call 581-8060, 581-8102
581-6220.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
Room 027 of Lumpkin Hall. Tonight's speaker is Dan Knotts fr
R.R. Donnelly. Dress is casual. Pizza after.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm·
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the dead·
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WI
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is ill
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

44 Bull or stallion,

e.g.
45 Malawi's first
president
48Basic
51 Mount Desert
Island national
park
53 Telescopic part
54 Irritating
55Cake, ice
cream, etc.
56 Bottom-of-thebarrel
57Graphic
creation
58 Petty scrap

DOWN
1 Wade across
2 Grounded bird
3 Basketry palm
4 He can put you
off
5 Marks of lazy
listers
• - -a million
7 "African Queen" 24Ebroand
Orinoco
screenwriter
25 Piedmontese
8Someaves.
wine center
9 Nervous noises
28 Yellow-flowered
10 Give soda its
shrub
pop
27 Modular parlor
11 Relativeness
pieces
12 Quilter's tie
28 Scaler's spike
13 Greek W.W. fl
30 Solve a jumble
resistance gp.
32 Spiller's word
15 Oxygenized
34 Not too much
sugar
37Checks
20 Garden digger

38 Orchid extracts
39 Cookout fare
41 Sonny boy
42 Least offensive
44 Founder of the
Rothschild
dynasty

45 Unkind cut
47 Yeats's swan
lady
48 U. of Md. ath.
49 Courthouse
records
so For fear that
52Rep.
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Andy Griffith
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Mad About You
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Heat of the Night

Missing Persons

College Football

Murder,
She Wrote

Movie: A'oove the
Law

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

L.A. Law

Simpsons
Sinbad

Mysterious World
Pacifica

Little House

Movie: Cool
Hand Luke

Seinfeld
Frasier

Top Cops

Matlock

Movie: The
Disappearance

Oz: The Making
of a Classic

Movie: The Secre1 In Living Color
Life of Archie's Wife Herman's Head

Movie Magic
Machines

Bonanza

L.A. Law

Connie Chung

Prime Time Live

of Christina

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Challenge

News
America .

In Living Color
In Living Color

Mysterious World
Pacifica

Lock Up
Movie

News
Tonight
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News
Married...

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

News

MysteryI

Night Court
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

Movie: The
African Queen

Furnished 4 br. house needs 1
more female. Own room.
Available Jan. 1st. 1530 2nd
Street. 345-1160. Leave message or 345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
Apartment for Rent: 1 bedroom
for Sp. '94 in Youngstown. Free
cable & parking. Dish washer,
walk-in closet. 345-7963 or 345-

2363.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/12
3 bedroom apt. for 3 people.
Furnished, utilities paid, near
campus.Call 348-5154.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
Apartment available for 3 Park
Place Apts. Great Location,
Very Clean, Furnished. Call
348-5951 .

4-5 Bolt Unilug Mags. Look
Sharp $125 OBO. Ask for Scott
348-5871.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
CRATE 120 WATT 1/2 stack
$500. Like new. 348-7594,
Dave.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4
'79 Chevy Monte Carlo, VS,
new engine, big tires,
fast-only $1,600. 345-9657
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
'80 AMC EAGLE, 4 dr. Great
family car w/auto. trans. Only
$1,400 w/warranty. 345-9657.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
3 FRONT ROW BAL. TICKETS
for Bill Cosby. Must Sell! Call
Mike, 581-2504.

SUNDAY BRUNCH at STIX
BANQUET FACILITY-9 am to
2 pm. All you can eat, large
selection. Bring this ad for
$1.00 DISCOUNT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/10
Student Senate Elections,
November
10,
1993:
Remember to VOTE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/10
ALOHA TAN: 10 TANS FOR
$25.00. CALL 345-4386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
SCHEDULE YOUR WARBLER
INDIVIDUAL
PORTRAIT
TODAY! PHOTOGRAPHER
HERE ONLY UNTIL FRIDAY,
NOV. 5TH. STOP BY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS, 127
BB, TO SCHEDULE AN
APPOINTMENT OR JUST GO
ON UP TO THE SULLIVAN
ROOM, 3RD FLOOR, UNIV.
UNION, BETWEEN 9 A.M. & 5
P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
JUST SPENCE'S, 1148 6th ST.
5 YEAR ANNIVERSARY!
COME IN, SHOP GREAT
SALES! FREE MERCHANDISE DRAWING! OPEN MONDAY THAU SATURDAY 2-5
P.M. 345-1469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
SUE ANN McDONOUGH:
Congratulations on getting
pinned to Brett Stefansson of
Sigma Chi. Your ALPHA GAM
sisters are so happy for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4

Steffane Ramsey: I'm so happy
that you are my mom! I had a
Lost: Set of keys on a gold-plat- blast on Mom's night. You're the
ed, white and blue Eastern
best mom a kid coul.d ever
Illinois keyring. Reward offered.
have! DZ love & mine, J!Jlie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Call Scott at 348-0078.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
TRACY TRACY: Thank you for
LOST: FEMALE ROTTWEILER
making Homecoming '93 the
P,UPPY,. 5 -MONTHS OLD• . best ever. We appreciate all
SUEDE COLLAR. LOST your hard work! ASA love, your
UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT. sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
REWARD! 348-5367, 219
JACKSON. PLEASE CALLI
Rural Girl: I've enjoyed every
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
moment spent together. The
LOST: Black rimmed glasses, if moments will last forever. Let's
found PLEASE call Leah at hope
for
many
more.
581-5060.
Affectionally, yours truly, City Boy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
BARBIE STUMPFE of Alpha
Gamma Delta, Happy Birthday
crazy girl! Mom's is all yours
tonight! Love, Dayna
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
DELTA ZETAS: If you're helping
out on the 4th, be at the house Any student interested in taking
at 1 p.m. If you're helping out the Nov. 10th at 4:30 p.m. Mock
LSAT in preparation for the
on the 6th, be at the house at 9
Dec. 4th LSAT fill out your
a.m. Thank you. Bobbie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
application now. The deadline
is Nov. 8th. To pick one up, go
Kris K: I'm 0.K., You're O.K.
to Room 2141 of Coleman Hall.
Right? Hmmm...Love, Kellie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4

Calvin and Hobbes

BILL HOUSEY: CONGRATULATIONS on SIG EP PRESIDENT! Thanks for a great night!
You're a wonderful ASA husband and dad. Love your wifey,
Stephanie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
KRISTAL
MOONEY:
Hi
Bernice! Your A-kid loves you!
Let's party again soon! Love,
Mindy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Jen Kahles (G): Did ya ever
take a cruise on the Love Boat?
Yeeaahh ... ASA love, Sara,
Stephanie, and Tracy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
FREE! One 6 month old kitten.
Short hair which is declawed.
Please call 345-6746 and ask
for Paula.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
AMY CARTER: HAPPY 21 ST!
GET READY TO CLIMB THE
SHOWER CURTAIN! LOVE
MAMMA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Alison and Laura, You guys are
the best roomies! Let's party!
Love, Kelly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
TRACY MASUNAS: Congrats
on Secretary! Thanks for everything! You are the best! ASA
love, SARA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
SUNDAY BRUNCH at STIX
BANQUET FACILITY-9 am to
2 pm. All you can eat, large
selection. Bring this ad for
$1.00 DISCOUNT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/5
TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBERS:
Thank you for the sweatshirt &
T-shirt, you're awesome. Keep
up the good work & that's about
enough of the "DOG" thing.
Love, Brian
,--------,-----11/4
SHAWN GOOD of AST: You
did an excellent job as the 1993
Formal Co-Chair. Thank you for
all your dedication to this position. Love, your sisters
------__,,--11/4
A-me, Happy 21st. Get prepared for a long night. You
might want to wear a diaper
this time. Arizona was nothing
compared to this. Love, your
favorite cousin, Jay.
---~----11/4

CAMI MERKLE: AST Formal
was a blast! I had a great weekend with you in Chicago. Hope
you're excited for KOR Formal
next semester! Love, Bryan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4
The Men of Delta Chi would like
to wish all participants in sorority superbowl Good Luck and
we look forward to seeing your
teams in action next week.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4
HEY LAMBDA CHls: -GET
PSYCHED FOR PHI-ESTA
BOWL! WE CAN'T WAIT!
LOVE YOUR PHI-ESTA BOWL
COACHES, KERRI & SARAH
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Parents' Weekend dining alternative at Stix Banquet Facility,
No reservations, No waiting.
Large buffet All You Can Eat.
Friday, 5-8 p.m., Saturday, 4-8
p.m. Noon Buffet in Stix, 11-1
p.m. Friday & Saturday. Sunday
Brunch Banquet Facility All You
Can Eat, 9-1 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
Bill Housey, Congrats on getting elected as president of SIG
EPs! Your ASA A-kid is proud!
Love, Sara
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
JASON BARTON of SIGMA
PHI EPSILON: I can't wait to
meet my kid! Fire up for a
GREAT night! Love, Mom
, - - - - - - - - --11/4
Sarah, Dottie, and Jen, I miss
you guys! Let's have lunch!
Love, Hi Tech
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Sorority Superbowl Coaches:
Get your teams ready to hit the
Gridiron next week. Let the
Games Begin!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
To our #1 Alpha Phi kiddo, AMY
DUNCAN. Congrats on going
active! We are so proud of you.
Love, Chris & Jen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
JON: Good luck on all your
tests and I hope you feel better.
Smile! Love, Brandie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Jenn Siwek: Congratulations on
your position of Director of
Expansion for Natural Ties! We
are proud of you! Phi Sig Love,
Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4

Sarah Russell: Congratulations
on getting engaged to Tim
Egiziol Your Alpha Sig Sisters
are so happy for you!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
ERIKKA BROOKHART: Your
the best mom, thanks for all of
the goodies, your the best!
Love, Mindy
--------,---11/4
SUNDAY BRUNCH at STIX
BANQUET FACILITY-9 am to
2 pm. All you can eat, large
selection . Bring this ad for
$1.00 DISCOUNT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/5
JENEE BARRANCO: Hey
cutie, your da best and I love
ya! Keep smiling! Love, Mindy.
P.S. Andy Pandy loves you too.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4

BECKY MARKERT: THANK
YOU FOR ALWAYS HAVING
AN ANSWER FOR OUR
QUESTIONS. WE APPRECIATE EVERYTHING YOU DO
FOR US! LOVE, YOUR PHI
SIG SISTERS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4
Dear Kari and Mellissa, Thank !,
you for a most remarkable 1weekend at Southern. I had a ·~
great time. Love, your all greek
brother, Brian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4
Jen Celestino, You are the best
big sis anyone could ask for.
Thanks for everything during
my pledging and activation .
Let's get together soon. A-Phi
love, Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /4

............................................................................. '8!.

Make Your
Friends' birthday
a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad in
The Daily Eastern News
Advertiser _______________
Phone/Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date to run ------~Accepted by_ __
Cost: $12

ClCash

Write your
message in the
blank to the left.
Limit your ad
messageto4
lines (please).

experience in the Sales field?

A: The Daily Eastern News is now
Pick up application forms in the
Student Publications Business Office,
127 Buzzard Building.

ClCheck#_ __

HOW: Fill out the
ad below and take
it to the Student
Publications
business office
with payment.
WHEN: 3 business
days before the ad
is to be published.

Q: Interested in gaining valuable
accepting applications for Sales
Representatives.

*:

Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we will
place it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your
name/phone number on the back of the photo.
"lfl11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

by Bill Watterson
1"~T W~ ~IOOSl'f ~t.

s:R.\ <:Ir C.cit.\ME."NTt-.R'I' .

'SELL SHORT SA VE LONG'
The Daily Eastern News
will run your "FoR SALE"
CLASSIFIEO AD
(10 words) for 1 day for $1 *
*The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who
wishes to sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must
be priced.
·

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: -,..-_______P
, hone: _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
NO K/WfNer

YUP!
rMIJP

FORA

TVMOV/6?

Dates to r u n - -- - - - -- - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

\

816a-le!

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ __ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Maddux wins second
straight NL Cy Young
NEW YORK (AP) - The best way for Greg distanced San Francisco's Bill Swift and John
Maddux to show the Atlanta Braves he was Burkett and Braves teammate Tom Glavine worth the big money was to win a second all with more victories but higher ERAs.
straight Cy Young Award.
"I am surprised," Maddux said from his
And Maddux did just that Wednesday, join- home in Las Vegas. "I think the most imporing Sandy Koufax as the only National tant stat is games won, and Glav and Swift
Leaguers to win the honor in successive sea- and Burkett all won more than I did."
sons.
No pitcher was named on all 28 ballots. Jack
Maddux was 20-10 with a major league- McDowell won the AL's Cy Young winner
leading 2.36 ERA in his first season for Tuesday and was the only pitcher listed oil.
Atlanta, and became the first pitcher to win every ballot.
the award in consecutive years with different
Koufax won the award in 1965-66 with the
teams. He went 20-11witha2.18 ERA in 1992 Los Angeles Dodgers, when only one Cy Young
for the Chicago Cubs, then signed a five-year, was presented. Koufax also won in 1963.
$28 million free-agent contract with the
"I don't consider myself to be half the pitcher
he was," Maddux said. "But I think I still have
Braves.
"You change teams and you want to make a . six or seven or 10 years left."
good first i.pipression," Maddux said. "I feel like
Beginning in 1967, a winner in each league
I've done that. ... I didn't really change any- was selected. Since then, Roger Clemens in
thing in the way I pitched. I pretty much tried 1986-87, Jim Palmer and Denny McLain have
to do the same things that have always worked been repeat winners in the AL.
in the past." Maddux received 22 of the 28
The only other -pitcher to win the award for
first-place votes in balloting by the Baseball different teams was Gaylord Perry - in 1972
Wi:iters Association of America. He easily out- with Cleveland and 1978 with San Diego.

Helium is not the secret
to Auburn punter's success
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) Despite leading the nation,
Auburn's Terry Daniel was as
obscure as most punters. Then
along came Jackie Sherrill.
"Everywhere I go, they say,
'Hey Helium, how you doing?'
and 'What's up Helium?"'
Daniel said with a grin. "Even
at our last game against
Arkansas ... coach (Danny)
Ford came up and said, 'Let
me see that ball. Let me check
it out."' Daniel, who grew up in
the small east Alabama town
of Valley, is reveling in all the
attention he has received since
word broke last week that
SheITill, the Mississippi State
co~ch, accused Auburn of
I

111

y
y
y

13)

pumping helium into its balls.
Later, Sherrill denied that
he thought Daniel was using
the lighter-than-air gas when
he punted twice for a 56.5-yard
average in State's loss to the
Tigers. Sherrill did concede he
asked for an investigation.
The balls were confiscated
and sent to the Southeastern .
Conference office. The verdict:
Daniel has used nothing but
air to lead the nation with a
48.3-yard average.
"It was kind of a compliment," he said. "It was like,
'He's got to be doing something
with those balls to kick like
that."' Since then, newspapers
around the country have con-

13)1

I

13)1
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Draft Night
$1.00 Longnecks
&

$2.00 Pitchers

New D.J. Playing Dance Music
Smashing Pumpkins, Pearl Jam, Sea, Van Morrjson
10,000 Maniacs, STP & Tunes from 60's and 70's

El

ducted their own tests to determine if helium balls travel farther than those filled with just
air. Sports Illustrated even
came to campus to conduct its
own tongue-in-cheek experiment with Daniel and an
Auburn physicist.
"I've enjoyed it," Daniel said.
"I would like to thank Jackie
Sherrill for making the accusation. He's kind of made me real
popular overnight." For SI,
Daniel punted two balls - one
filled with helium, the other
loaded with air - 10 times
each. The helium ball had an
average distance of 57. 7 yards;
the air ball went an average of
59.8yards.

Jy
y

esuurun, Sports Bar
11. Banquet Facility

LADIES NIGHT
20 oz. Miller Lite &. Bud Light $1 s
Strawberry Daiquiri $2!1!1
Margaritas on the Rocks $215
HOT BUMT &. SALAD BAR $515
ALL YOU CAN EAT-Large selection

Dinner: Italian Beef $3.95 w/Mozz $4.20
SUNDAY BRUNCH ONLY $6.95 9-2pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT-Large Selection

JOIN US FOR PARENTS Wf.EKEND
IN OUR BANQUE.I FACILITY
NO RESERVATIONS Rt:QUIRt:D
FRIDAY- HOT BUFFET 5-8 $6tt
SATURDAY- HOT BUFFET 4-8 $6ft
ALL YOU CAN EAT-Large Selection
Never a Cover
I9

to enter 2 I to drink ID-Drivers License

ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

EIU

Students, FacultY, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off
Complete Glasses

Includes Single
Vision. Bifocal.
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

Buy a pe:1ir of

Colored or Clear
CONTACTS
and receive a

FREE
CLEAR PAIR
Stanclarcl Daily Wear

We're Your OAKLEY Connection
9~

~EXPRESS

EYECARE

345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East

CHARLESTON

MATIOON

FULL SERVICE
BREAKFAST• LUNCH· DINNER
•BREAKFAST
•SANDWICHES
•MEXICAN FOOD
•DINNERS
•HOMEMADE DESERTS

•FRESH BAKED MUFFINS
•BEER&. WINE

Come try our
i·
i

FAMOUS Strawberry Bread

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

.~l•IffIallfitill•
7th & Madison
1 Block North of Square

I

A college education takes$$$.
Don't send out an SOS. U 2 can get
the $$$ you need with a meritbased Army ROTC Scholarship. l,OOO's of scholarships
are awarded every year to

students majoring in engineering,
science, business, nursing and a
number of other majors'. B l of
them. Army ROTC scholarships are A+. They're as good
as Au .

u

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIRTISTCOU F.GE
COORSEYOU CAl'lllE.
For details, visit Room 308, Kiehm Hall or call

581-5944
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• From page 12
bad timing, but personally, I
don't think it's bad timing.
"Pd have to contradict that.
I think now is a good time."
Callahan, who, like Samuels
and Ralston, spoke quite
favorably of Ryan, said he
thought Ryan simply wanted
to pursue other interests.
"I don't think Mike's the
kind of person who's going to
run away from anything. I
don't know what other people
are assuming," Callahan said.
"There were some things on
the docket that in the past
couple, three months needed
to be addressed, and I think
he's addressed those issues."
Bob Saltmarsh, Eastern's
NCAA faculty representative,
said he wasn't surprised by
the timing of the announcement but more by the
announcement itself
"It's a development which I
feel very sorry about,"
altmarsh said. "I had some
indications about it, but I
ess I would regard it as
mething that I didn't think
ould happen, but it did."

1
COACH
EDDY
S
Panther Sport Shoppe

Eastern Highlights
Under Ryan

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

Thursday Only

• Eastern chosen at random by
the Department of Education
Office for Civil Rights in 1993.

MINI-MADNESS SALE
Entire Store 25°/o off
ALLDAY
Extended hrs. 9am- l Opm

• Three new head coaches
named; women's tennis coach
John Ross (1991 ), softball coach
Beth Perine (1991) and women's
basketball coach John Klein
(1993).

Mike Ryan resigned as

• Men's basketball team wins Mid- athletic director WednesContinentl@ofllf1• pgpt-sea- ~=~~~~rt~~~ri!~?ti~~~ half
son tourritf1!1~11§9,~t!@§for
the N~AJ]l:~9t~lfigt\~~~~~~ 1
• East~th fijffiij§.Oijtj D.illlb.m ·' cademic adviser for
athleJ~i;p. (~ftlj)~ : f ·:fo :
n• :: ········

From page 12

·n start in

place of Richart
aturday when the Panthers
ost Northwestern Louisiana
a non-conference game at
'Brien Stadium.
"From a physical standoint there isn't that much
ropoff (from Richart to
ilson)," Spoo said. ~But
m a mental aspect, George
oesn't have much experie, so if there is any liabilithat may it."
Despite the loss of Richart,
poo still feels that the run-

Nike
Reebok
Adidas

ENTIRE
STOCK

Running
Aerobics
Cross
Training

:r· :

;0~~~~~~~l~''•llr.a~1~!:~~~!~~~p five nationally
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I-AA play-

TODD CRULL/graphic designer

ning game is still one of the
Panthers' strengths.
"We are going to go ahead
and feel that it is a strength,"
he said. "Forj;unately it's not
two or three guys we have to
replace."
Should it not work out
with Gilson at Richart's spot,
Spoo said he would give
thought to moving junior
Aaron Hill over to tackle and
bringing in junior Clint Hyde
to Hill's guard spot.
Spoo said that cornerback
Ray McElroy, who has been
hobbled by a sore ankle, still

isn't 100 per{!ent.
"Ray is still hobbled," Spoo
said. "The injury appears to
be more severe than I first
thought."
McElroy, a preseason AllGateway pick at cornerback,
saw limited action last week
in the Panthers' 35-13 victory
over Southwest Missouri
State. Should he not be able
to play, redshirt freshman
Mike McNary will make his
second consecutive start.
"We will consider our
options as the week goes on,"
Spoo said.

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
\

NATIONAL
FOUNDERS
DAY
Thursday, November 4th

_91_ ctive

S elf-reUant
'Trustwortliy

20 • 25°/o off
Adjustable & Fitted

HATS
NBA - NFL - MLB - NHL

njury~~~~~~~~~
~
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T-Shirts, Sweatshirts,
Jackets

BULLS - BRAVES - COWBOYS HORNETS - FALCONS

25°/o
off

:ia5o)o
off

NIKE & REEBOK
T-Shirts - Jackets - Sweats

250J~"Oft

Clearance Sale
SHOES
Entire Stock

40°/o off
ALL CLEATS

50°/o
off
Nike - Tanel H de

Entire Stock

HATS

40°/o
off
fitted & Adj.

Saucony
Adidas
Converse

NBA
RUGBY'S
Magic - Hornets Bulls

40°/o
off
Sporting
Goods.

50°/o
.off
Entire Stock
Baseball - Basketball Football - Soccer

.N IKE & REEBOK

Clothing

40°/o off

r

Athletic departnient shocked
Athletic director's
resignation
catches staff,
coaches off-guard
By ROBERT MANKER
Associate sports editor

Administrators and coaches in the
Eastern . athletic department said
they were shocked more by the timing of Athletic Director Mille Ryan's
resignation than by the announcement itself.
Most agree it was common knowledge Ryan had actively been pursuing other career interests, but his

impending resignation, effective Dec.
1, comes at a time when the department is undergoing gender equity
reviews, NCAA re-certification and
potential conference expansion.
"I'm concerned because I think
we're at a point in athletics where we
really need strong leadership," said
Eastern men's basketball coach Rick
Samuels. "My concern is that now we
will go· into a period with a lack of
stability."
Joan Schmidt, associate athletic
director, served as interim athletic
director from December 1988 through
May 1989, when Ryan was chosen to
replace R.C. Johnson, who left to take
the same job at the University of
Miami of Ohio.
She said she knew Ryan had been
pursuing other opportunities.

"I know the fact that he's interested in something else or is interested
in going to another job doesn't really
come as a surprise," Schmidt said.
"But there was not really any kind of
discussion to indicate that he would
leave at this time."
Schmidt added that although she
was an applicant for the position
when Ryan was hired, she does not
intend to apply this time.
Volleyball coach Betty Ralston
called the timing of Ryan's announcement "strange" considering the challenges currently facing the athletic
department.
"That's the thing that I think
shocks everybody the most," Ralston
said. "But as President Jorns told us
in the (staff) meeting (Wednesday)
morning, the documents are there.

Mike prepared all of the initial doc
ments for us, and I think we've g
the personnel here who can handl
that.
"But, yes, the timing is strang
We've got a lot of tough things to
through. Whoever gets named th
acting A.D. is going to have a lot
responsibility as well as the new A.
coming in. There are a lot of tou
questions for somebody to face."
Dan Callahan, Eastern baseb
coach, said he was not as surpris
with the timing of the announceme
as some of his colleagues were.
"I don't think it was a hastily ma
decision or anything like that
Callahan said. "I could see whe
some people might view that as be·
• Continued on page 11

Soccer Panthers
drop finale 1-0
Ritshel over the last fo
games, took the tough-lu
loss. The Panthers failed
Missed opportunities were score a goal in any of Gres
again the soccer team's three losses.
shortcoming during its
"He's handled the roll ve
Wednesday game against well," Mosnia said. "He h
some trouble judging the b
Quincy.
Looking to net a goal for in mid-air today. But oth
the first time in three games, than that, he's done qui
the Panthers squandered 13 well. It's a shame he's got
shots on goal in a 1-0 season- little offensive support."
finale loss at Lakeside Field.
Eastern almost fore
The Panthers finished the overtime with 13 seconds
season with a 9-9 record. play, but Paul Agyema
Quincy, who has been play- head shot of a corner-ki
ing Eastern over three pass went just wide to t
right of the net.
decades, improved to 12-6.
"It just didn't work out
"Paul was working ha
today," Panthers coach Cizo today," Mosnia said. "But
Mosnia said. "We had our missed a couple of easy o
chances to score, no doubt.
right in front of the n
"We could have been a lit- which we could have used.
tle more intelligent in our
The Panthers held a
execution in the second half record at one time in the
We weren't very smart in our son. But Mosnia recogni
passes to the net. The effort an increase in the Panth
was there, just no goals."
competition played a role
The lone goal of the game the final record.
was by Quincy's Heath Tagt"Earlier, we weren't pl
meyer at the 11:20 mark of ing the type of teams,
the first half. For the game, believe, that were of t
the Hawks managed just same quality of what we
eight shots on goals.
been playing recentl
Panther goalie Jacob Mosnia said. "We had kin
Gress, who has filled in for a easy ride earlier on. B
injured freshman Brian we always played hard."

By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Eastemjunior Paul Agyeman attempts to drive the ball around two Quincy defenders during Wednesday's 1-0 soccer loss at Lakeside Field. The loss was the third consecutive
shutout against the Panthers, who finish the season at 9-9.

Knee inju.r y costs Mid-Con expansion on hol
Panthers a tackle
.By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Just when it seemed things
were going the way Eastern's
football Panthers wanted,
something had to happen.
Junior offensive tackle Mike
Richart will miss the rest of
the season after tearing his
anterior cruciate ligament in
his right knee at the end of
practice Tuesday.
"He is done for the year,"
said Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo, whose team has won and
tied in its last two games. "I
believe he'll have to have an
operation to repair it."
Richart, a native of

Robinson,
was one of
the
keys
along
the
Eastern
offensive line,
which has
helped open
holes for fullback Willie
Mike Richart High, who
has rushed
for more than 200 yards in a
game twice so far this season.
"Fortunately, he has another
year left and we look forward
to having him back," Spoo said.
George Gilson, a redshirt
freshman from St. Charles,
~

Continued on page 10

The Mid-Continent Conference is still the same for now.
The Missouri Valley
Conference's President's
Council voted Tuesday on
what school would be added
to the league. However the
council is not releasing the
results of the vote until
later in the week.
One of the schools that is taking a big
interest in the Missouri Valley is Mid-Con
member Northern Illinois. Other candidates who are looking to receive an expansion bid from the Missouri Valley
Conference are Evansville, Loyola, Butler
and Missouri-Kansas City, all current members of the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference.
The 10-team Mid-Continent Conference
is also looking to expand and is hoping to

add Loyola and Butle
Presidents from the me
her schools met last wee
to choose two new schoo
but have held off a
announcement until aft
the Missouri Valley mak
a move.
A representative fro
the Mid-Con said there ·
not be an announcement until early ne
week.
If the Mid-Con were to keep Northe
Illinois and add two other teams, it woul
then divide into two six-team divisions.
However, the Midwestern Collegia
Conference is looking to add two Mid-Co
teams in Wright State and Cleveland Sta
If that were to occur, it would be unlikel
that any other teams would leave the co
ference.

